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Abstract
Genetic Algorithms are a powerful tool for solving optimization problems. This paper attempts to survey and
analyze the existing theoretical work of schemata with the intent of paving a way for further theoretical advances
like the unique schemata count, its relation with population size and its effect on convergence, etc.
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population size.
To this end, the paper is organized into three broad
sections, namely the brief description of Genetic
Algorithms & theoretical concepts of schema theory
in Section-2, critiques and resurgence of Schema
Theory in Section-3 and the analysis & synthesis of
schemata count in Section-4 and, of course, a
concluding Section-5 with future directions pointed
therein.

1. INTRODUCTION
For the last 30 years, the growth of interest in
heuristic search methods for optimization has been
quite popular, fruitful and dramatic. One of these
most interesting developments is in the application
of genetic algorithms (GAs). In most GA's, the
individuals are represented by xed-length binary
strings. The notion of Schema was introduced in the
mid 70's so as to understand how genetic algorithms
could so well direct the search towards high tness
regions of the search space.
This paper introduces the brief concepts of genetic
algorithms, early development of schema theory,
critiques, revival of schema theory, etc. The notion
that we should look for is to try and exploit
structures for Holland's schemata and schemata
count. Their different theoretical perspectives have
been presented to understand GAs better.
A substantial body of literature has grown out of this
area of interest and the goal of this paper is to present
schemata in such a way that the new researchers can
grasp the basic concepts and utilize these for
furtherance of advancements in the eld of
schemata and its usage. The paper attempts to cover
the growth of this discipline with a focus towards
analysis and synthesis of unique schemata count, its
relation with similarity bits, etc. and points out a
prominent direction of using its effect on
convergence and determination of optimal

2. A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF GA AND
SCHEMATA
A Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a robust optimization
technique based on natural selection (like
reproduction or selection) and mixing or
recombination (like crossover and mutation)
operators. The basic goal of GAs is to optimize
functions known as tness functions or objective
functions.
Its basis lies in natural selection which allows a GA
to employ Darwin's theory of “survival of the ttest”
when searching for optima. The use of a population
of points helps the GA avoid converging to false
peaks (local optima) in the search space.
The following subsections describe basics of GAs
and schemata in brief. Most of the information
presented here is based on [15, 19, 24-25]
25
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2.1 GA Basics
A simple GA starts with a population of solutions
(also called individuals or strings) encoded in one of
the many ways. Binary encodings are quite common
and are used in this paper. The GA determines each
individual's strength based on an objective function
(also called Performance Index or Fitness Function
in which case the goal will be to maximize it,
however, the goal for an objective function could be
either minimization or maximization). The GA then
performs one or more of the following three genetic
operators on certain individuals in the population
[7].
1. Reproduction (also called selection) is simply
an orientation towards retaining tter strings in
the following generations, but coupled with a
variety of low-tness solutions too.
2. Crossover involves swapping partial strings of
random length between two parent strings.
3. Mutation involves ipping a random bit in a
string of binary encoding.
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2.2 Theoretical Aspects of Schemata
This subsection explains the theoretical aspects of
schemata as to why genetic algorithms are so
successful in complex optimization problems in
terms of the schemata and the effect of genetic
operators on them.
Holland [18-19] invented the idea of schema
(schemas or schemata for plural) to formally
conceptualize the notion of 'building blocks'. The
theoretical foundations of canonical genetic
algorithms rely on using a xed-length binary string
representation of individuals (solutions), and on the
notion of schemas, the symbol alphabet {0, 1, *} is
considered where '*' is a special wild card or don't
care symbol that matches both 0 and 1. A schema
represents a hyper-plane in the search space with all
strings which match it in all positions except in the
positions with the don't care or wild card. For
example, the schema [0*10*] is a template that
matches the following four strings: [00100],
[00101], [01100], and [01101].
If we interpret the set of binary strings of length n as
hyper-cubes of dimension n, then schemata can be
interpreted as hyper-planes, lines and corners in
these hyper-cubes (see Figure 2 for an example with
n = 3).

The crossover and mutation put together are called
variation operators as they impart variety to the
emerging populations; however the role of selection
is reinforcement but with a slight inclination
towards mediocre or poor tness strings so as to
explore their hidden potential, if any.
These three operations primarily involve random
number generation, copying, and partial string
exchange and random alterations [27]. Thus, GA's
are simple to implement.
In each generation (GA iteration), the GA, through
selection operator, probabilistically chooses strings
based on their strengths, i.e., stronger strings are
selected more frequently. After selection, the two
chosen parents are probabilistically crossed, a
process also called mating. Then, rarely one or more
bits are changed; this mutation helps preserve the
population's diversity, preventing the reaching of
false peaks, or local optima in the solution space,
which is a problem commonly encountered by
standard hill climbing methods [16].

2.2.1 SETS AND SUBSETS
For a binary string of length-m, there are 2m
possible strings and 2x; (with x = 2m) possible
substrings (because of the wildcard symbol).
Therefore, for a binary string with length 4-bits,
there are 16 possible binary strings and an amazing
65536 (m = 4 so, x =16 and therefore, 216 = 65536)
substrings, yet only 3m, i.e., 81 unique schemata to
represent them.
Any binary string is a member of 2m different
schemata. The string '01' with length-2 bit is an
instance of **, 0*, *1, and 01. Therefore, if all
strings are identical, then there are 2m schemata and
if all strings are totally different, then the schemata
lie between 2m & n. 2m, depending upon the
diversity. For clarity about 3m and n. 2m schemata,
one may refer to [38].
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explains the processes of genetic algorithms.
Implicit or intrinsic parallelism is the fundamental
foundation for genetic algorithms which is analyzed
as: For a population size of 'n' binary strings, we
actually obtain much larger number of useful
processing of n3 schemata in each generation.
Holland then further analyzed the inuence of
selection, crossover, and mutation on the expected
number of schemata, when going from one
generation to the next and gave the Schema
Theorem [19] to describe quantitatively the change
of expected number of schema instances over time.
A detailed discussion of related analysis can be
found in Goldberg [15]; in the context of the present
work, however, we only outline the main results and
their signicance as below:
The dynamics of Schema Theorem can be
mathematically characterized by an expression
given as:
E { v ( H , t + 1 ) }
≥
[v(H,t).ff–(H,t)/f–(t)].[1–pc{δ(H)/(m–1)}].[(1–pm)
O(H)];
(1)
where:
E{v(H, t+1)} is the expected value of number of
instances of schema, H, at time t+1;
v(H, t)} is the number of instances of H at the time t;
f– (H, t) is the average tness of H at time t (i.e.,
average tness of instances of H in the population at
time t);
f– (t) is the average tness of the population at time t;
m is the string length.
Probability of crossover or crossover rate pc:
probability that two parents will crossover in a
single point.
Probability of mutation pm: probability that
mutation can occur at each bit position in a string.
Schema order O(H): of a schema H is the no. of xed
positions (in binary alphabet case, no. of 1's & 0's) in
the template, i.e., the no. of dened bits (nonasterisks, non-don't care positions) in schema, e.g.,
H1 = (011*1**), so O(H1) = 4, H2 = (0******), so
O(H2) = 1. Order denes specicity of a schema. In
this example, H1 is more specic than H2. The
schema order is useful in computing survival
probabilities of schema for mutations.

Figure 2: A hyper-plane interpretation of schemata for n = 3.

3. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENTS,
CRITICISMS & RESURGENCE OF SCHEMA
THEORY
This section dwells up the developments in the eld
of schemata in the context of GA's. In the backdrop
of the extensive criticisms by several researchers,
this paper then looks for resurgence of the eld by
focusing on the new developments that seem to end
the stalemate.
3.1 Historical Developments
The genetic algorithm refers to a model introduced
and investigated by Holland [19] and his research
students, namely, De Jong [8]. Most of the schema
theories subsequently reported and related to
traditional genetic algorithms solely depended on
this model of Holland.
The search heuristics of GA are based upon
Holland's schema theorem. Researchers working in
the eld of GAs have put in a lot of effort into the
analysis of the genetic operators (crossover,
mutation, selection). In order to achieve better
analysis and understanding of how GA successfully
searches for tter solutions, Holland has introduced
a construct called schema [19] as described in the
above section.
A simple way to view the Genetic Algorithm is
provided by the schema theorem known as the “The
Fundamental Theorem of Genetic Algorithms” put
forth in 1975 by John Holland. He rst introduced
the concept of “implicit parallelism”, which
27
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Dening length (H): of a schema, H, is the distance
between the rst and the last specic string
positions, i.e., distance between its outermost
dened bits, e.g., (011*1**) = 5 1 = 4; and
(0******) = 1 1 = 0. It denes compactness of
information contained in a schema, and is useful in
calculating survival probabilities of schema for
crossovers.
Basically, schemata provide basic means for
analyzing the net effect of reproduction & genetic
operators on building blocks in a population. The
credibility of the GA does not rest solely on the
schema theorem. It also rests on the so-called
Building-Block Hypothesis (BBH). The building
block hypothesis is stated in Goldberg's book [15]
as: “A genetic algorithm achieves high performance
through the juxtaposition of short, low order, highly
t schemata, or building blocks”. The meaning of
“highly t schemata” is not completely clear. The
most obvious interpretation is that a schema is
highly t if its average tness is considerably higher
than the average tness of all strings in the search
space. In fact, the note “the ability to produce tter
and tter partial solutions by combining blocks is
believed to be the primary source of the GA's search
power” given by Forrest and Mitchell [14] justify
the statement given by Goldberg in [15] towards
BBH .
From the above discussion, it is clear that the
schema theory is a very important result in Genetic
Algorithms. However, it is obtained under idealized
conditions and found reliable in many cases and
does not hold good for most practical GA
applications since the individual representation and
the genetic operators used in practical applications
may often be different from those used by Holland.
Therefore, it is justied to criticize the problems for
which it does not hold true. The critiques of schema
theory by various researchers from time to time are
given in the next section.
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number of individuals sampling a given schema at
the next generation. Therefore, they cannot be used
to make predictions over multiple generations. For
these reasons, many researchers like Vose [44]
during the mid 90's believed that schema theorems
were nothing more than trivial tautologies of no use
whatsoever. Mühlenbein [23] has also argued about
the behavior of schema theorem as: “…the schema
theorem is almost a tautology, only describing
proportionate selection…”.
Radcliffe [33-34] argues that for many practical
problems, conventional linear chromosomes and
recombination operators are inadequate for
effective genetic search. His critique of intrinsic
parallelism is especially noteworthy. Bertoni and
Dorigo [3] argue that intrinsic parallelism is of
limited use and point out that O(N3) lower bound
relies upon a particular relationship between N –
population size and p — the maximum schema order
considered in the derivation with the assumption
being that N ~ 2p. By considering the case N ~ 2βp
for various ranges of β values, they extend the
argument to deal with an arbitrary population size
and show that the relationship can be anything at all.
L i e p i n s a n d Vo s e [ 2 1 ] d i s c u s s v a r i o u s
representational issues in regards to genetic
optimization. Their paper elaborates the failure
modes of a GA and eventually represents the
existence of an afne transformation that would
convert a deceptive objective function to an easily
optimizable objective function.
Vose [47] examines the function of mutation in a
GA, and shows that a tiny change in the value of the
mutation rate, µ, can cause a profound change in the
GA's trajectory — a change which no schema
analysis can possibly predict.
Vose [49] further points out that that the number of
instances of a schema that survive is misplaced, thus
one can't predict about which instances of a schema
appear in the next population. The subset of strings
represented by a schema usually has a good amount
of tness variability, so the new set of strings in the
next population is not necessarily as t as the
previous population.
Macready and Wolpert [22], also point out a aw in
Holland's mathematics, “that there is no reason to
believe that Holland's strategy is an optimal one. It

3.2 Criticisms and Resurgence
Schema theorem has been criticized by researchers
from various directions. This section gives the
examples of a wider criticism in literature.
One of the criticisms is that schema theorem only
gives lower bounds on the expected value of the
28
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follows that, even if we accept that the GA adopts
'exponentially increasing trials', it is, in any case, not
the best way of solving a competition between two
competing schemata”.
Antonisse [2] points out that what is meant by a
'schema' for higher cardinality alphabets is not
necessarily the same as it is in the case of binary
strings where each '*' can only be replaced either by
'0' or '1'. With non-binary encodings, he argues, we
should consider all subsets that replace a '*',
counting each of them as a possible schema. This
perspective, leads to many more schemata available
for higher-cardinality alphabets.
In addition to above, some other researchers also
criticize the schema theorem in one or the other
aspect. Altenberg [1] argues that the schema
theorem has very little to say about the
recombination operators. Fogel and Ghozeil [12-13]
criticize it for not being able to estimate correctly the
expected proportion of a schema in the population
when tness proportionate selection is used in the
presence of stochastic effects and schema tness
varies according to the specic random variables
involved. Chung and Perez [6] describe how the
schema theorem affects the behavior of a GA and
uncover the relationship between building blocks
and increasing schemata and thus consider that the
schema theorem is insufcient and it needs the
interpretation carefully.
Thus, the schema theory does not deliver the
explanation for GA behavior that it originally
appeared to promise.
While some criticisms mentioned in the above
section are really not justied as discussed in [30,
35-36], others are reasonable and apply to many
schema theories.
However, this does not mean that the situation
cannot be changed and, therefore, the acknowledged
criticisms and inadequacies of the Schema Theorem
stimulate new lines of enquiry.
This section shows that schemata exist and can be
further researched to advance the state-of-the-art.
It should be appreciated that Holland's original
account of the Schema Theorem was certainly rather
more rened than that provided by some of the later
researchers for GAs. Nevertheless, the implications
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of the above points have often been neglected by
later researchers, so one may seem somewhat
dissatised to nd that over the course of the 1990s,
Holland's GA theory has been so comprehensively
discarded, for example, Vose states “... schema
theory tells us almost nothing about GA
behaviors…” [50], a judgment which clearly
dismays the work of John Holland [19-20].
However, the appropriate way science and
technology develops is as shown by works [5, 2932, 41-43] that consider that the schema theories
have not been fully exploited, neither fully analyzed
nor fully developed.
De Jong, who did a great deal of work towards
optimization and was credited with initializing the
optimizing aspects of GAs, cautions in a few of his
papers [9-10] in which he contends that the
Holland's original vision of a GA are not really
function optimizers – preferring the acronym
'GAFO' for the application that has become very
popular and widely used [11].
By the end of the last millennium, Stephens and
Waelbroeck [42] developed an exact GA schema
theory which gives an exact formulation (rather than
a lower bound) for the expected number of instances
of a schema at the next generation in terms of
macroscopic quantities.
One is to take account of both 'gains' and 'losses' in
the process of recombination, so that the Schema
Theorem can be written as an equation, instead of a
lower bound. The version [5] is an attempt to deal
with this particular problem, although such ideas
were originated way back in 1987 [4].
Heckendorn and Whitley [17] do extensive analysis
of epistasis using the Walsh transforms. Poli gives
his idea of recursively partitioning schemata [32] in
order to derive a probability distribution for the
number of instances of a schema that survive.
Perhaps, the most satisfying and elegant
development stemming from dissatisfaction with
schema-processing arguments is the formal
executable dynamical system model developed by
Vose [48] and Whitley [52] that takes into account
that the construction of strings (or schemata) as well
as the destruction needs to consider all possible
ways of performing crossover and mutation.
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Neither is it to say that schemata must be completely
thrown to the dustbin while we search around for
newer and better ways of describing the internal
processes of the genetic algorithm. The suggestion
that schema theorem tells us 'almost nothing' might
be considered excessive and inordinate, as the
schema theory is somehow still useful to us [37]. It
has been seen that with revival of interest in schema
theorems [1, 5, 29-32, 41-43, 46, 48-51] and with the
contributions of new researchers in the eld of
Genetic algorithms, the concept of a schema is
rather more limited than it at rst appeared, which
means it has although been intensively studied, yet
further contributions can still be made.
The notion that we should look for is to try and
exploit structures for Holland's schemata, although
the same may not necessarily fulll the complete
objective. This is further claried by the work of
Saini [38-39] and Pawar [26] in putting the
schemata in a wider and newer context. They show
how the exploitable similarities (for which a new
term 'similarity bits' was coined in [38]) could be
related to the schemata, thus opening up new
dimensions of research on schemata count and its
usage in practical / theoretical applications.
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taken are: S1: (0 1 0) and S2: (0 1 1); the similarity
bits count between the strings S1 & S2 is csb = 2.
TOTAL SIMILARITY BITS COUNT
The total of all such similarity bits counts in a
population of 'n' strings constitutes the total
similarity bits count. It is denoted by ctsb. In the
same example as shown in Figure 3, the total
similarity bits count, ctsb = 2 + 0 + 2 + 1 + 0 + 1 = 6.
DIVERSITY BITS COUNT
The number of non-matching alleles between any
two individual strings is called the diversity bits
count. It is denoted by cdb. For example, for the case
in Figure 3, the diversity bits count between the
strings S1 & S2, cdb =1.
TOTAL DIVERSITY BITS COUNT
The total of all the diversity bits counts in a
population of 'n' strings constitutes the total
diversity bits count. It is denoted by ctdb. For
example, for the case in Figure 3, the total diversity
bits count, ctdb = 12.

4. ANALYSIS OF SCHEMATA COUNT
Towards analyzing the interrelations between
different similarity metrics, a few terms are rst
dened and in the sequel thereto, the illustrations
and mathematical expression evolved are put forth.
4.1 Deﬁnitions in the Context of Schemata
Count
This section comprises of a few denitions needed
in the context of schemata count. Saini & Pawar [26,
40] coin and dene the terms needed for the analysis
and synthesis of schemata count as:
SIMILARITY BITS COUNT
The number of matching alleles between any two
individual strings is called the similarity bits count.
It is denoted by csb. For example, consider a
population of 4 individual strings with length three
as shown in Figure 3. From this Figure 3, the strings

4.2 Illustrations Showing Correlation between
Schemata and Similarity Bits
Let us take a population of n-strings, each of length
'm', the number of schemata lies between 2m & n.
30
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2m depending upon population diversity. In [38-39],
it was pointed out that the schemata count is
correlated with similarity bits.
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diversity bits count as 9) as shown in Figure 4.
One can now see in Figure 5 how many unique
schemata are represented by the population of
Figure 4. The common schemata are enclosed in
rectangles on the same line. The count of unique
(different) schemata in Figure 5 comes out to be 40.
All this goes to show that there is a denitive
correlation between the number of total diversity
bits in a population and the number of different
schemata represented by it. It was therefore, pointed
out in [38-39] that total diversity bits could be used
as an alternative to the schemata count for the GAs.
4.3
Illustrations Showing computation of
Unique Schemata Count
In [38-39], it is pointed out that the number of
unique schemata count in a population depends
upon the total similarity bits count (or, for that
matter, total diversity bits count). However, on
analysis and investigation by taking two or more
different populations having same total similarity
bits count but different breakup of similarity bits
count, it is found that unique schemata count is
correlated with the breakup of similarity bits count
as shown in the following illustration [40].
Illustration:
Figures 3 & 6 show two different populations of 4
strings of length three each, having the same total
similarity bits count (or, for that matter, total
diversity bits count) but different breakup of
similarity bits count.
The common schemata are enclosed in rectangles
(solid or dashed) as shown in Figures 7 & 8 on the
same line. The count of unique (different) schemata
in Figure 7 comes out to be 21 for the breakup of
similarity bits count of population, i.e.,
2+0+2+1+0+1 as shown in Figure 3. However, for
the other population having same number of total
similarity bits count, i.e., 6, but different breakup of
similarity bits count, as shown in Figure 6, the
number of unique schemata comes out to be
different, i.e., equal to 23 as shown in Figure 8.
From this illustration [40], one can conclude that the

The more diverse a population, the closer will be the
number of unique schemata to the number n. 2m. An
illustration from is taken that shows a population of
4 strings of length four each, having the total
similarity bits count as 15 (or, for that matter, total
31
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number of unique schemata in a population does not
depend upon the total similarity bits count (or, for
that matter, total diversity bits count) but instead
depends upon the breakup of similarity bits count in
the population.
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Applying this developed relationship for the
population of Figure 4, we nd the number of unique
schemata in a population of four strings, each of
length 4, by applying the above empirical relation
as:
USC = 4.24 – 3.23 = 64 – 24 = 40,
which is corroborated by Figure 5.
Thus, as also partly observed in paper [40], while the
tedium of computing the unique schemata in a
population is obvious from Figures 5, 7 and 8, on the
other hand, the developed empirical relation gives
the same information via a single line computation
of Eqn. (2).

Saini & Pawar [26, 40] come a step forward in this
direction by using this analysis of correlation
between schemata and breakup of similarity bits
count to develop an empirical expression for
computation of unique schemata count. However,
initially, the empirical relation so developed is
applicable for a restricted case of maximum
similarity bits count being just one less than the
length, m, of the string (i.e., csb = m–1) which interalia means that the strings are non-repeated and
further that the count of such maximum similarity
bit counts for a population of non-repeated strings is
(n-1), where n is the number of binary strings in the
population.
Empirical relation for Unique Schemata Count,
USC = n.2m – (n–1)2m–1
(2)

4.4 Mathematical Expressions for Schemata
Count
The above relation, however, represents only a
restricted case of only one type. This section extends
this specic case to a more generalized one for
obtaining the unique schemata count for nonrepeated strings of different populations, but
without imposing the restriction as placed in the
section 4.3.
Some spade work has been done towards the
generalized mathematical expressions of Schemata
Count by Pawar and Saini [28] that directly
computes the Schemata Count. Pawar & Saini [28]
developed the part of the generalized expression
taking into consideration the cases with no missing
similarity bits for directly computing the number of
unique schemata.
Based upon different similarity metrics (such as
breakup of similarity bits and total of similarity bits
count in the population) and the population size, we
develop the following generalized mathematical
expression with no missing similarity bits (with
same and different lengths) for directly computing
the number of unique schemata as given below:
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where n is the number of strings,
m is the length of the string,
sb(m-1) is the total of maximum similarity bits
count, (e.g., if m = 4, then sb(m-1) is the total of 3similarity-bits in the population).
sb(m-2) is the count (total) of just-one-less-than
maximum-similarity-bits count,…
sb1 is the total of second-least-similarity-bits-count,
(i.e., total of 1-similarity-bits- count)), and
sb0 is the total of least-similarity-bits-count, (i.e.,
total of 0-similarity-bits-count)
The above generalized mathematical expression is
the rst step towards the generalized mathematical
expressions for computation of unique schemata
count, i.e., cases with no missing similarity bits of
non-repeated, strings, however, again it represents a
few cases (approx. 10-15 cases in a population),
although there exist a large number of cases for
computation of schemata count; the more general
case that is applicable to all the cases is under
exploration. It is also evident from these caveats
that there is a denitive basis which can further be
evolved to examine how the schemata count is
correlated to population size and convergence.
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genetic algorithmic theoretical and practical
applications developments.
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